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THE TESLA TWINS SENT TECH MOGUL BUCK GAINS RUNNING BACK INTO THE CIRCUITRY. LILY KWON TRAPPED HIM THERE BY CUTTING POWER TO HIS DEATH RAY EXPERIMENT. THE TWINS DO NOT KNOW ABOUT A MYSTERIOUS MESSAGE FROM SOMEONE CLAIMING TO BE THEIR PRESUMED-DEAD PARENTS, JOE AND EVA TESLA.

YEARS EARLIER, THE TWINS HAD LOST THEIR PARENTS IN AN ELECTRICAL ACCIDENT WHERE THEY WORKED, OR SO THEY WERE TOLD.

THEY DIDN'T SUFFER. THEY WERE VAPORIZED.

BACK AT BUCK GAINS’ NANO TECH HEADQUARTERS.....

WE NEED TO TELL NICK AND TESS THAT THEIR PARENTS MAY BE ALIVE!

Hello!
Is anybody There?
This is Eva and Joseph Slate. We are trapped Here!

LUCKILY, LILY KWON WAS ABLE TO TRAP GAINS BY CUTTING OFF THE POWER TO THE EXPERIMENT.

BUCK GAINS ESCAPED FROM THE TESLA HOUSE THROUGH THE ELECTRIC CURRENT BACK TO HIS HIDDEN EXPERIMENT.

YOUR PARENTS WOULD BE SO PROUD OF YOU. I'M GLAD YOU KNOW NOW THAT OUR REAL LAST NAME IS TESLA.

THE TWINS WERE TOLD THEIR LAST NAME WAS SLATE IN ORDER TO PROTECT THEM FROM PEOPLE LOOKING FOR NIKOLAS TESLA’S INVENTIONS.

DID YOU TYPE THIS?

NO! IT JUST POPPED UP.

IS THAT REAL?
WALTER, LILY AND JUDITH ARRIVE AT THE HOUSE TO SHARE THE NEWS.

WE RECEIVED A MESSAGE FROM SOMEONE SAYING THEY ARE YOUR PARENTS.

I SAW IT! THEY MAY BE ALIVE!

I SAW IT FIRST!

JOE! EVA! ALIVE! MOM AND DAD!
The message came to Gains' lab from another company— Mega Tech. I know they had an arrangement; I just don't know what it was.

Why would Gains connect with Mega Tech?

Let's not go running into danger again!

Let me show you! We need to figure out where it came from.

We have to go. What if our mom and dad are alive?

We need to get back into the circuitry and find our parents!

I wish I had more time to tell you about your prosthetics!

Tess, your eyes have facial recognition, health monitors, telescopic and infrared imaging and information display.

Nick, your arms do so many more things than you know! They have electromagnets, communications, projectors and tools for electronics.